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Let K be a field of characteristic 0, let Wt =DerK(K[x]), and let M=(Wt)” = the dual Lie 
coalgebra of WI. By definition (W,)’ is the largest subspace of (WI)* carrying a Lie coalgebra 
structure induced by the restriction to (WI)’ of (o * where v, = [ , ] : WI @ WI-+ WI is the Lie 
bracket of WI. Then M is an example of a non-zero Lie coalgebra in which no element of M 
other than 0 lies in a finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebra. Thus Loc(M)=O where Lot(M) 
denotes the sum of all of the finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebras of M. 
A Lie coalgebra is a coalgebra whose diagonal satisfies identities dual to the 
identities (strong anti-commutativity and the Jacobi identity) for a Lie algebra (see 
[4, p. 41). A Lie coalgebra is locally finite in case each of its elements lies in a finite- 
dimensional sub Lie coalgebra. 
The purpose of the present note is to give an example of a non-zero Lie coalgebra 
h4 with the property that no element of M other than 0 lies in a finite-dimensional 
sub Lie coalgebra. 
Prior to [3] and [4], the only coalgebras considered in the literature were locally 
finite. That was because all associative unitary coalgebras are locally finite by a 
basic result of that theory (cf. Sweedler [8, p. 46, Theorem 2.2.11) and because the 
Lie coalgebras considered by Michel Andre (cf. [l] and [2]) were locally finite by 
construction. 
Local finiteness is an important property for Lie coalgebras. This is because 
any finite-dimensional Lie coalgebra is simply the vector space dual of a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra and hence can be studied as such, and because a locally 
finite Lie coalgebra is a sum of finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebras. It is precisely 
for the class of locally finite Lie coalgebras that a dual Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem holds (as we proved in [5]). 
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Definition 1. For any Lie coalgebra M, let Lot(M) denote the sum of all of the 
finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebras of M. Lot(M) is also the sum of all of the 
locally finite sub Lie coalgebras of A4 and hence is the largest locally finite sub Lie 
coalgebra of M. 
In [4], we gave an example of a Lie coalgebra E which was not locally finite [i.e., 
Lot(E) #El. That example can best be appreciated as being the first in a sequence 
(E,),“, I of infinite-dimensional Lie coalgebras E,, such that dim[Loc(E,)] =n (a 
fact we shall establish below). 
More striking is our new example, to be presented shortly, of an infinite- 
dimensional Lie coalgebra M with Lot(M) = 0. Such a Lie coalgebra is as far from 
being locally finite as can be. To illustrate just how far, from one perspective, this 
example is from our everyday experience, we observe that for any non-zero Lie 
coalgebra A4 (over any field K) the following conditions are equivalent (as proved 
in [6]): 
(1) LOC(M)#O. 
(2) dim, [ U’M] = 00. 
(3) UCM#K. 
(Here, UCM denotes the universal coenveloping coalgebra of M.) Now these three 
conditions hold for all (non-zero) locally finite Lie coalgebras and even for some 
non locally finite Lie coalgebras (to wit, the E,, mentioned above) because con- 
dition (1) clearly holds for them. On the other hand, none of these conditions holds 
for the non locally finite Lie coalgebra M that is the subject of this paper. The fact 
that, in particular, M does not satisfy the third of these conditions is noteworthy 
because the Lie algebra counterpart of that condition is satisfied by all Lie algebras: 
L=O H UL=K 
(cf. Serre [7, LA 3.2, Exercise]). 
With the above as background, it may be somewhat surprising to realize that our 
example of a non-zero Lie coalgebra M with Lot(M) = 0 is in fact quite natural, 
being simply a certain naturally defined subspace, ( W,)‘, of the vector space dual, 
(w,)*, of a well-known infinite-dimensional simple Lie algebra W, (whose con- 
struction is recalled below). 
Before giving details of WI and (WI)‘, we prove that Lot(E) is l-dimensional 
where E is the Lie coalgebra, presented in [4], whose underlying vector space is 
generated by the countably infinite set (e,}T=, of basis vectors and whose dia- 
gonal, d : E-+E @ E, is the unique linear map for which 
while 
o(e,) =0 
d(e,)=eO@e,+,-e,+,@e, for nrl. 
For our proof that Lot(E) is l-dimensional, we make use of the following straight- 
forward generalization of E: 
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Definition 2. For each integer n 2 1, let (E,, A,) be the Lie coalgebra whose under- 
lying vector space, E,, is the vector space E = @ rzO K. ej generated by the count- 
ably infinite set {ei}~~o f basis vectors and whose diagonal, A, : E,+E, BE,, is 
the unique linear map for which 
while 
A,(e,)=O for Oliln- 1 
d,(e,)=eoOej+,-ei+,Oeo for izn. 
Set VP t = 0 and define V, for each integer m 2 0 by 
V,=K.e,@...@K.e,. 
The verification that A, equips E,, with the structure of a Lie coalgebra is routine 
and essentially the same as the verification for the case n = 1 presented in [4, 
pp. 9-101. 
In what follows, we shall write E, in place of (E,, A,). 
Proposition 3. Let E,, be the Lie coalgebra of the preceding definition. Then 
Loc(EJ = V, _ t 
and therefore 
dim[Loc(E,)] = n. 
Proof. Clearly V,_ I c Loc(E,). To show, conversely, that Loc(E,) c V,_ , , we must 
prove that if A4 is a finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebra of E,,, then MC V,_ , . Let 
such an M be given. We may suppose that M# 0. Because A4 is finite-dimensional, 
there exists a positive integer k such that Mc_ V,. Thus, there exists a smallest 
integer rz - 1 such that Mc V,, and because M#O, i-20. Then MC V, but 
M$Z V,_ 1. Hence, without loss of generality, there exist xeM (necessarily non- 
zero) and Ye V,_, such that 
x=y+e,. 
Now, 
d,(x)~M@Mc V,@ V, 
and 
API( v,o v,. 
Therefore, 
Me,)=&(x)-&(Y)E VA3 V,. 
NOW either rsn- 1 or rrn. But since for rrn 
~.(e,)=eOOer+l-e,+l Be06 V,O V,, 
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it follows that TI n - 1 and therefore that 
as was to be shown. 0 
Having thus constructed a sequence (En),“=, of infinite-dimensional Lie co- 
algebras E, such that dim[Loc(E,,)] =n, we now turn our attention to the main 
result of this note, namely, the extension of the above sequence to the case n = 0. 
For this, we require some preliminary results. 
Definition 4. (a) If L is a Lie algebra with bracket v, = [ , ] : L 0 L+L, then a sub- 
space V of L * is called good in case 
V*(v) re(VC3 V) 
where 
is the natural vector space injection defined by 
e(fOg)(xOy)=f(x).g(y) for allAgEL* and x,Y~L. 
(b) If L is a Lie algebra, let 
Lo = the sum of all good subspaces of L *. 
Proposition 5. If L is a Lie algebra, then Lo is a good subspace of L * and hence 
is the maximal good subspace of L *. 
Proof. 
q7*(L”)=yl*(~v)=cy,*(v)~~@(v@ V) 
C &?[(~V) 0 (-=?I 
=ZQ(LO @L”)=e(L” @LO). 0 
Remark 6. Let L be a Lie algebra with multiplication v, = [ , ] : L @ L+L. Then it 
follows that V is a good subspace of L * if and only if there exists a (necessarily 
unique) linear map A =A ,, : V+ V@ V filling in the diagram 
(P* 
L* - (L@L)* 
1 
J 
Q 
L*@L* 
J v --d-+ vgv. 
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Remark 7. Let L be a Lie algebra, and suppose that I/ is a good subspace of L *. 
If f E V and if A v(f) = Cy= 1 gi @ h; for some gi, hi E V, then 
fkYl= j, gi(x)'hi(Y) for all -%YeL. 
In [3, p. 32, Theorem (1.3.4)] we established the following result: 
Theorem 8. If L is a Lie algebra and if V is a good subspace of L *, then (V, A “) 
is a Lie coalgebra. In particular, (L”, ALo) is a Lie coalgebra. 
Definition and Accompanying Remark 9. If L is a Lie algebra, then Lo is called the 
dual Lie coalgebra of L. In general, 
L” GL *= the vector space dual of L; 
however, L” is the largest subspace of L * carrying a Lie coalgebra structure induced 
by the restriction to Lo of 9 * where 9 = [ , ] : L 0 L-+L is the Lie bracket of L, and 
it is for this reason that Lo is called the dual Lie coalgebra of L. This terminology 
is consistent with Sweedler’s terminology (in [S]) for H” as the dual Hopf algebra 
of a given Hopf algebra H. 
Because any sub Lie coalgebra of L o is obviously a good subspace of L *, it is clear 
that 
Loc(L “) = the sum of all finite-dimensional good subspaces of L *. 
In general, Loc(L”)GL” as we noted in [4, p. 191. 
In [3, p. 39, Theorem (1.3.7)] we established the following: 
Theorem 10. For any Lie algebra L, 
Loc(L “) = {f E L * IKer f contains a cofinite Lie ideal of L}. 
Corollary 11. For any infinite-dimensional simple Lie algebra L, Loc(L “) = 0. 
Proof. If f E Loc(L “), then there exists a cofinite Lie ideal I of L such that 1~ Ker f. 
Because L is simple, the only Lie ideals of L are L itself and 0. Because L is infinite- 
dimensional, only L is a cofinite Lie ideal. Thus f = 0. 0 
Definition 12. Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Let IV, denote the Lie algebra 
on the vector space over K with basis {xi},: _, whose Lie bracket is defined by 
[xi, xj] = (j - i)Xi+j for all integers i, j2 - 1. 
W, is sometimes called the Wilt algebra. 
Remark 13. WI may be identified with Der,(K[x]), the Lie algebra of K-deriva- 
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tions of the algebra K[x] of polynomials in the indeterminate x with coefficients in 
K, by identifying Xi with the differential operator x’+‘d/dx. 
The following result is well known, but, for completeness, we include a proof: 
Proposition 14. W, is a simple Lie algebra. 
Proof. Obviously [WI, WI] 20, so W, is not abelian. We must, therefore, just 
show that if Z is a non-zero ideal of W,, then W, c I. For this, we first observe that 
ad(x- r) is surjective since if x= Cy= 1 aixi is any element of W, , then for 
n 
y= C [Ui/(i+2)]Xi+,E WI 
we have 
1-L1,Yl=X. 
Thus, to prove that W, c I, we need just show that x_, EZ. Since Z#O, there exists 
x E Z with x # 0. Write 
n 
X= c aixi with aieK and a,#O. 
i= - 1 
Since 
[xP1,x,l=(n+l)x,P1 for each integer n2 - 1, 
we have 
[X_I,X]= 
[ 
X-1, i UiXi = i ai(i+l)Xi_,. 
i=-1 1 i=O 
By iterating the argument, one readily verifies that 
[ad(x_,)]“+‘(x)=(n+ l)!a,x_r EZ. 
Since a,#O, x_~ EZ. q 
Theorem 15. Let M= (W,)O, the dual Lie coalgebra of the Lie algebra W,. Then 
Mf 0, but Lot(M) = 0. 
Thus, Mis an example of a non-zero Lie coalgebra in which no element other than 
0 lies in a finite-dimensional sub Lie coalgebra. 
Proof. Since W, is an infinite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, it is immediate from 
Corollary 11 that Loc[( WI)‘] = 0, so it only remains to show that (WI)’ #O. For 
this, let 
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be a dual basis to {Xj}j~ _ 1, SO that 
for all integers i, j 22 - 1; let 
I/= SPan{.Yi}jz - 1; 
and define A : V+ V@ V via 
n(Yi)= C Ck-jlYj OYk 
j+k=i, 
j>-1, kz-1 
for all integers iz - 1. We claim that (V, A) is a good subspace of ( Wr ) *. TO prove 
this, we must show that the diagram 
J A J 
V ’ V@V 
is commutative or equivalently that, 
j,kz-1 
as elements of ( W, 0 W,)*, 
(k - j>Yj @ Yk 1 
for each integer ir - 1. For this, it is enough to show that 
Y;([x~,x~l)=Yi”~(x~~x~)= j+FEi (k-j)@(Yj@yk)(xr@xs) 
j,kz - 1 
for all integers i, r,s> - 1 or equivalently that 
Yi([x~,x~l)= j+FEi (k-j)yj(xr)*yk(xs> 
j,kz -I 
for all integers i, r, s 1 - 1. But 
while 
j+FEi (k-j)yj(xr)‘Yk(Xs)= jkF_, (k-j)6j,,‘Bk,s’6i,j+k=(S--r)6i,,+s 
9 ’ 
j,k?-I 
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so these are equal. Since this holds true for all integers i, r,s with - 1 pi, r,s< 03, 
o+ vc (W,Y, 
thereby establishing the theorem. 0 
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Note added in proof. The following two papers, written (respectively, one and two 
years) after the present paper will be of interest to the reader: 
[Mi] W. Michaelis, On the dual Lie coalgebra of the Witt algebra, in: Y. Saint- 
Aubin and L. Vinet, eds., XVIIth International Colloquium on Group Theo- 
retical Methods in Physics (World Scientific, Singapore, 1989) 435-439. 
[Nil W.D. Nichols, The structure of the dual Lie coalgebra of the Witt algebra, J. 
Pure Appl. Algebra 68 (1990) 359-364 (this issue). 
[Mi] continues the analysis of (I+‘,)’ begun here. The results of [Mi] together with 
those of the present paper show that, over the field of complex numbers, (W,)O 
contains all linearly recurrent sequences, i.e., all solutions of kth order homo- 
geneous linear difference equations with constant coefficients (for kr 1). 
In [Nil, among other things, the converse of the above is shown and the Lie 
coalgebra structure of (W,)’ is explicitly determined. 
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